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IN EACHPOSTWARrecessionthe officialseasonaladjustmentof the unemploymentstatisticshas been called into question.The officialprocedure
adjuststhe majordemographiccomponentsof the volatilemonthlyunemploymentseriesby givenpercentages that changelittle from yearto year.'
This suspectmultiplicativemodel remainsbasicallyin command,but the
Bureauof LaborStatisticsnow issuesalternativeestimatesincludingthose
basedon additiveand "residual"models of seasonalcorrection.2The unofficialadditivemodelusesabsolutemonthlyadjustmentsto unemployment
that also change only slightlyeach year. The estimateof seasonallyadjustedunemploymentfrom the unofficialresidualmodel is then the differencebetweenthe relativelystableemploymentandlabor-forceseries,after
each is adjustedby the officialmultiplicativeprocedure.These alternative
Note: I am gratefulto K. Wendy Holt for valuablesuggestionsand computational
assistance,to ChristineC. De Fontenay and Joseph Tu for programmingadvice, and
ThomasJ. Plewes of the U.S. Bureauof Labor Statisticsfor generouscooperation.
1. Beginningwith 1970, additive estimatesfor the 16-19-yearage group have been
used.
2. Currentlyin use is the X-11 method, which is primarilymultiplicative.For a descriptionof this method,see U.S. Bureauof the Census,The X-JJ Variantof the Census
MethodII SeasonalAdjustment
Program,TechnicalPaper 15, 1967revision(Government
PrintingOffice,1967).
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Table1. OfficialUnemployment
Rate andThreeEstimatesof the
SeasonallyAdjustedRate, SelectedMonths,1975 and1976
Percent
Adjusted
Yearand
month

Unadjusted Official

Additive

Residual

1975
February
May
October

9.1
8.3
7.8

8.0
8.9
8.6

8.4
8.7
8.4

8.4
8.7
8.4

1976
February

8.7

7.6

7.9

7.9

Source: "Statement of Julius Shiskin, Comnmissionerof Labor Statistics" (paper delivered before the
Joint Economic Committee, United States Congress, March 5, 1976; processed), table 1.

estimatesof seasonallyadjustedunemploymentcontinueto contradictthe
officialseries,just as they did in previousrecessions.3
The contradictoryanswersgiven by the variousmodels are illustrated
in table 1 for months of high seasonalityduringthe currentrecession.
The unofficialadditiveand residualrates,usuallyveryclose, happento be
identicalfor these months. Both showed only a 0.3 point rise between
Februaryand May 1975comparedwith the 0.9 pointjump in the official
rate. Thus, the officialrate indicatedthat unemploymentrose over onehalf millionmore than the other estimatessuggested.BetweenFebruary
and October,accordingto the officialrate, unemploymentworsenedby
0.6 point, whilethe othersshowedno net change.
After October,the differencewent the other way, as the officialrate
showed a half-pointgreaterimprovementby February.This sharp improvementreflectedin the officialstatisticwas acclaimedin the press;but
betweenFebruaryand October 1976, the officialrate will show less improvementthan the other two will. For example,if the unofficialrates
should registeronly a half-pointdecline the officialrate will suggest a
stallingof the recovery.Althoughthe officialrate differssystematically
from the others, unfortunatelythere is no a priori basis for choosing
betweenthem.
Theserecentdiscrepanciesin the alternativeratesare not exactlyearthshakingfroma long-runperspective.Yet, in recessions,withrapidlyrising
3. Analogous discrepancieshave appeared during periods of low unemployment,
but have attractedlittle attention.
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unemployment, considerable attention is invariably paid to month-tomonth changes in this statistic; and it is just at such times that confusing,
contradictory, estimates appear. In the event of an especially severe rise
in unemployment, the official seasonal-adjustmentprocedure could break
down completely, as it did in the thirties.4At such times, it is especially
difficult for a government to change methods.
This paper applies a regression model first proposed in 1962 to the
much longer series now available; two periods are used, one beginning with
1948 and the other with 1967. It generalizes the traditional approach to
seasonal adjustment in order to test for an apparent bias and to produce
an alternative estimate free of bias. The bias in the official aggregate unemployment rate apparently persists. The additive alternative also shows
signs of bias, although a smaller one and in the opposite direction. The
residual reveals no appreciable bias, but this is a tentative finding.

The Continuing
Controversy
The official seasonal adjustment of the unemployment level and rate
has been criticized on both intuitive and statistical grounds.5
First, a given percentage correction of the rate is difficult to square
with the commonsense conception of seasonal change. For example, the
raw rate rose from 5.5 to 9.1 percent between October 1974 and February
1975. The official adjustment discounted more than half of the rise-1.9
points, or about 1.5 million workers-as seasonal. One year before, virtually the same percentage correction was applied to a lower unemployment
rate; hence the seasonal rise in that interval was put at only 1.1 pointsabout a million workers. Presumably, seasonal adjustment is intended to
abstract from short-run changes due to relatively predictable weather and
institutional arrangements.Why, then, should the effects of these factors be
assumed to rise with the level of the series? Intuitively, one might even
expect the seasonal climb to be absolutely smaller, the higher the level of
4. Canadianestimatesare plaguedwith even greaterseasonality.BetweenNovember
1957and February1958,as the economysank rapidlyinto a severerecession,the number of unemployed,as measuredby the official adjusted series, posted an 8 percent
decline.
5. The criticismappliesto use of a virtuallyfixed percentagecorrectionto adjustany
volatile time series.
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unemployment; with fewer employed, fewer can become unemployed due
to cold weather and other such factors.
Experts in the Bureau of Labor Statistics themselves expressed doubts
about the percentage correction of volatile series many years ago: "The
present method of adjustment is not entirely satisfactory for adjusting
monthly changes in unemployment during periods of recession when unemployment is rising sharply, because the seasonal pattern is expressed as
a percentage of the series itself." They added that.under certain circumstances this percentage method will "tend to overadjust when unemployment is unusually high."6 With the onslaught of the current recession, the
question was raised again. In early 1975, the Commissioner of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics called for a thorough evaluation of the procedures.
However, after considerable statistical analysis, apparently the multiplicative model will be retained for most demographic components, including
the major ones.
Second, it was noted long ago that the sum of seasonally adjusted unemployment and employment often disagreed substantially with the independently adjusted labor force. Reacting to this discrepancy, some suggested that a "residual," representing the difference between the adjusted
labor force and adjusted employment, would be a better estimate of
adjusted unemployment. The assumption was that the application of the
multiplicative model to these relatively stable series would give more reliable results. At one point a statistical test supported this view, while pointing to a bias in the official series.7The hypothesis was that when unemployment is unusually high, the multiplicative model tends to overadjust the
rate: when the seasonal factor is greater than unity, as in winter, the
method overadjusts downward; when the factor is less than unity, it overadjusts upward. This hypothesis was supported by a negative correlation
between the first differences of the official adjusted series in such periods
and the first differences of the seasonal factors. A positive correlation was
expected and found for months during which unemployment was unusually low. The residual measure showed no significant evidence of this kind
of bias.
6. Morton S. Raff and Robert L. Stein, "New Seasonal AdjustmentFactors for
Labor Force Components,"MonthlyLaborReview,vol. 83 (August 1960), p. 827.
7. John A. Brittain,"A Bias in the SeasonallyAdjustedUnemploymentSeriesand a
SuggestedAlternative,"Reviewof Economicsand Statistics, vol. 41 (November 1959),
pp. 405-11.
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Regression analysis has also been used to test alternative methods. One
approach is to regress the estimated "seasonal-irregular"on "trend-cycle"
components for each month separately. This approach assumes that any
given movement is composed of elements reflecting the long-term trend,
seasonal factors, and irregular forces, and that once these are removed,
what remains is the relevant change for that month. It was assumed that
a significant constant term and insignificant slope would indicate an additive seasonal pattern; the reverse would point to a multiplicative relationship. This test appears to have more than its share of problems.8

A Modelof SeasonalFactorswithVaryingAmplitude
Another regression model can be used to estimate the appropriate
variation of the amplitude of seasonal factors with the level of the series
to be adjusted.9For the period July 1948 through March 1961, it showed
a bias in the official series and no significant bias in the residual estimate.
A new method of estimation has been adopted here, but the same basic
model will be applied to data from January 1948 through February 1976,
and to the shorter series beginning with 1967 when the official X-1 1 method
was introduced. The iterative estimation procedure adopted generates from
the adjusted series (and its implied seasonal factors) a new adjusted series
that at least is unbiased with respect to the criterion to be specified.
The standard moving-average procedure derives what are assumed to be
relatively stable monthly seasonal factors, or multipliers, that are then
divided into the raw data to obtain a "seasonally adjusted" series. The
proposed alternative generalizes the traditional multiplicative model to
admit variation in the amplitude of the seasonal factor. The ultimate
8. The data availablefor a givenmonth are generallyinadequatefor statisticalanalysis. The resultalso dependson the particularbenchmarkestimateof trend-cycleadopted.
Moreover, even if an additive adjustmentwere correct for any given year, common
and trend-cyclewould tend to producesignificantregrestrendsin the seasonal-irregular
sion slopesand a misleadingindicationof a multiplicativerelationship.For a theoretical
analysis of the potentialitiesof regression in estimating seasonality, see Michael C.
Lovell, "SeasonalAdjustmentof EconomicTime Seriesand MultipleRegressionAnalysis," Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 58 (December 1963), pp.

993-1010.
9. For details, see John A. Brittain, "A Regression Model for Estimation of the
Seasonal Componentin Unemploymentand Other Volatile Time Series," Review of
Economics and Statistics, vol. 44 (February 1962), pp. 24-36.
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objectiveis not only to choose among the official,additive,and residual
approaches,but also to derivefromthe datanew seriesfreeof the hypothesizedbias. The model uses the followingsymbols:
y = original observation

tocoio= productof trend,cycle,andirregularcomponentsderivedfrom
standardmodel
=
product
of trend,cycle,andirregularcomponentsderivedfrom
t1cli,
proposedmodel
so = standard seasonal factor

xO=
xi =
x =
m=

standardestimateof seasonallyadjustedrate
proposedestimateof seasonallyadjustedrate
unknowntrue value of the seasonallyadjustedrate
meanlevel of seriesin intervalover whichso is computed

r =/m.

The traditionalmodelrelatingeach observationto its componentsis
y

(1)

=

tocosoio.

This model was generalizedto allow the seasonalfactorto vary with the
level of the series:
(2)

y

=

tIclsol+b log ri1.

This particularspecificationof the seasonalfactor was designed,first of
all, to test a hypothesisabout the relationbetweenthe standardadjusted
series(xo) and the standardseasonalfactor(so),a relationthat wouldnot
existif the serieswereappropriately
deseasonalized.However,the assumed
relationis a complexone, varyingin directionwith the level of the series.
The multiplicativeseasonalcorrectionis presumedto overadjustwhenthe
relativelevel of the series(r) is "high"and underadjustwhen it is "low."
Evidenceof thiswouldbe a negativeestimateof the coefficientb in equation
2. Whenr is greaterthan one, the exponentof the seasonalfactoris negative-yielding a seasonalfactorcloserto unity, and a smallerrelativecorrection.Whenunemploymentis relativelylow, the exponentis positiveand
the factorfurtherfrom unity.
The second objectiveof the model was to derive a new series uncorrelatedwiththe seasonal-amplitude
variable.Dividingy by the officialand
proposedseasonalfactorsyieldsthe officialand alternativeadjustedseries,
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xo and xl, and the relationbetweenthem:
(3)

X1 = Xoso-b

log r

This relationis the basis of an iterativeprocedureyieldinga new series,
xi, that is free of the bias expectedin xo.

Estimationof b and xi

The focus was on the relationshipbetweenthe officiallyadjustedseries,
variable,log so log r. Division of equation
xo, and the seasonal-amplitude
2 by the officialseasonalfactorand the logarithmictransformationyield
an expressionfor the officialadjustedseries:
(4)

log xo = log (tic,) + b log so log r + log il.

Estimationof b from4 is hamperedby the absenceof reliablemeasuresof
tic, and of r = x/m. The tic, was combined with i4 in an error term, ul.

First differenceswere used to wash out some of the effects of trend and
cycle and to focus on month-to-monthchanges.A constantterm was included to accommodateany linear trend.10This yields the estimating
equation:
(5)

Alog xo

=

a + b Alog so log r + Au,.

The problemof the unknownr = x/m was two-fold.First, it was necessary to estimatem-the averagelevel for the intervalover which each
seasonalfactorwas computed.The approachhere followedthe averaging
and weightingscheme used in deriving the official seasonal factors."
Second,the difficultyof the unknown"true"adjustedvalue x was approachedby iteration.The objectivewas a new seriesfree of the type of
bias described.This wouldbe evidencedby b = 0, aftersuccessivesubsti10. The basic difficultyin estimatingb is the large varianceof log xo obviouslyassociated with the unknown trend and cycle componentsand only slightly influencedby
the short-runbias of interesthere. One approachto this problemis a regressionon first
differencesdesigned to reduce serial correlation of the errors, blunt the influence of
trendand cycle, and reveal short-termbehavior.
11. Basically,the officialmethod uses centeredtwelve-monthmoving averagesof the
raw series, dividing each observationby the moving average and estimatingseasonal
factorsas a weightedaverageof these ratios over severalyears.The estimatesof m used
here apply the same weightsto the moving averageitself.
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tutionsof new seriesfor the officialseriesin equation5. The latterrelation
was fittedfirstwith x0, s0, and r = xo/m as the firstapproximations.The
firstapproximationof xi was then derivedfrom relation3, usingthe estimated b along with the officialseries from which it was derivedby 5.
The new xi, si, and xi/m were substitutedinto 5 to derive the second
approximationof b. The secondapproximationof xi was then derivedby
substitutionin 3, and so on, until b was close to zero.
This last estimateof xi was assumedto be unbiased,at least to the
variablelog so
extentthat it was uncorrelatedwith the seasonal-amplitude
log r.

EmpiricalFindings
Estimateswerederivedfor periodsbeginningwith 1948and with 1967,
and severalpossibleempiricalqualificationswereconsidered.
RESULTSBEGINNING WITH 1948

Officialestimateswere availablein a continuousseriesof 338 monthly
observationsbeginningwith 1948and endingwith February1976.12These
firstestimatestakeadvantageof all the observations,but the resultsshown
in the next sectionare confinedto the periodbeginningwith 1967,when
the officialX- 11methodwas installedand appliedfairlyconsistently.Estimates of equation5, with iterations,are given in table 2. The significant
negativecoefficientsin the first approximationsupportthe hypothesisof
overadjustmentof the official series when unemploymentis high and
whenit is low.
underadjustment
The two best estimatesof the proposedadjustedseries xi were those
yieldingthe fourthregressionsin table 2. Substitutionof each series and
its impliedseasonalfor x0 and so in 5 producedthese estimatesof b at
0.02 and 0.03-close enough to zero to suggestthat the adjustedseries
had been purgedof the seasonalcomponentafflictingthe officialseries.
Whateverthe accuracyof these seriesin other respects,they are at least
variable,log si log (xi/m).
uncorrelatedwith the seasonal-amplitude
12. Although changes in the official method occurredover this interval,and some
componentswere adjustedadditively,the method remainedessentiallymultiplicative.
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Table 2. Regression Results for Equation 5, Applied with Iteration
to the Official Unemployment Rate, January 1948-February 1976
No correctionfor
autocorrelation
Approximnation Coefficient tof b
b
statistic
First
Second
Third
Fourth

-1.09
0.33
-0.08
0.02

-3.79
1.12
-0.27
0.07

?2

0.038
0.001
...

...

First-ordercorrectionfor
autocorrelation
DurbinWatson Coefficient tstatistic
b
statistic
1.52
1.54
1.53
1.54

-1.35
0.46
-0.12
0.03

-5.06
1.67
-0.41
0.11

R2

DurbinWatson
statistic

0.107
0.077
0.065
0.066

2.13
2.13
2.13
2.13

Source: Derived from text equations 3 and 5 using the latest revised data for the unemployment rate
as of March 1976, provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the iteration method described in
the preceding section of the text.

Changes in the two derived series xi are compared in table 3 with
changes in the official and alternative adjusted rates. The xi series with
and without correction for autocorrelation do not differ much from each
other, but both differ consistently in the expected way from the official
series. The comparisons selected were for months of high seasonality and
unemployment. In those circumstances, the official series overstates the
change between months of low (high) and high (low) seasonal unemployment. During the 1949-50, 1953-54, and 1957-58 recessions, the revised
series generally show less than half the changes indicated by the official
series."3 For the current recession the revised series show somewhat more
than half the changes appearing in the official figures.
The estimates presented above and those to follow are subject to qualifications concerning errors in the model, the missing trend-cycle variable,
and possible spurious association due to the presence of the adjusted series
on both sides of equation 5. These are considered briefly in the appendix,
but no serious estimating difficulty was apparent.
RESULTS
BEGINNING
WITH1967
The adjustments before 1967 were based on a multiplicative model and
process somewhat different from the X-1 1 program applied since then. It
13. Similardiscrepancieswere found in the originalofficialestimatesfor the 1960-61
recession. (See Brittain, "Regression Model," p. 28.) However, subsequent revision
erased the indicated bias, since 1960-61 unemploymentwas no longer substantially
higherthan the weightedaverageof the seven-yearintervalon whichthe seasonalfactors
were based.
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of EstimatedChangesin AlternativeAdjusted
Table3. Comparison
Unemployment
Rates,SelectedPeriodsof RelativelyHigh Unemployment,
1949-76
Percentagepoints
New estimates,xi

Period

Official

July-October1949a
1950
October 1949&1-February
February-October1954
February-October1958
February-October1975
October 1975-February1976

1.2
-1.5
0.5
0.3
0.6
-1.0

Additive Uncorrected Corrected
for autoor
for autoresidual correlation correlation
b
b
b
b

0
-0.5

0.66
-0.79
0.25
0.11
0.39
-0.82

0.53
-0.62
0.19
0.06
0.35
-0.77

Sources: The basic data are from "Statement of Julius Shiskin," and tabulations provided by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. The new estimates are derived from text equations 3 and 5 as described in table 2.
a. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that its unadjusted rate for this date is too high due to incorrect classification of striking coal miners, but the contrast in seasonal;adjustmentsis no less meaningful.
b. Official estimates of these alternativesfor this period are not available.

seemed appropriate to duplicate the estimates for this shorter period with
these 110 more consistently estimated observations. This period is also
convenient for analysis of the additive and residual alternatives which have
been recently computed by the BLS for the period beginning with 1967.
Table 4 reports the results for this later period, duplicating the approach
taken in table 2. The results for the two periods agree closely, and show
the same bias in the official series. This is remarkable, given that the
official method has changed, only one-third as many observations are
available, and there was no sharp increase in unemployment until recently.
Table 5 presents results of the same approach applied to the additive
and residual alternatives."4The positive first coefficient for the additive
adjustment is of marginal significance; it suggests a tendency to underadjust when unemployment is high, in contrast with the multiplicative
model which was found to overadjust. The coefficient b for the residual
model is near zero, indicating no appreciable bias. However, the standard
error, at 0.52, is considerably higher than that for the other methods, and
the 95 percent confidence interval for b is rather wide, - 1.12 to +0.92.
The implications of these results are illustrated in table 6. First is the
remarkable agreement between rates based on the official multiplicative
14. These alternativeseries and their implied seasonal factors were substitutedfor
xo and so, respectively,in equation 5. The same iteration procedureapplied to xo and
describedin detail in the text was carriedout for them.
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Table 4. Regression Results for Equation 5, Applied with Iteration to the
Official UnemploymentRate, January 1967-February 1976
First-ordercorrectionfor
autocorrelation

No correctionfor
autocorrelation
Approximation
of b
First
Second

Coefficient tb
statistic
-1.25

-3.13

0.01

0.01

R2

DurbinWatson Coefficiett tstatistic
b
statistic

0.075

1.15

-1.10

-3.15

...

1.15

0.00

0.01

R2

DurbinWatson
statistic

0.241

2.16

0.173

2.16

Sources: Same as table 2.

model and those based on the additive model applied to the overall unemployment rate, after revision to remove bias. The maximum difference
between the two is 0.08 point, which could easily be due to rounding
since each rate is published to the nearest tenth of a point. The revised
additive series shows changes in the rate somewhat smaller than those of
the revised official rate and much smaller than those in the official rate
itself. In all three intervals it is closer to the raw additive series than to the
official rate.
Since no appreciable evidence of bias appeared in the residual rate, the
revised version for each period shown in table 6 differs by only 0.01 from
the raw computed value. The revised residual rate suggests a bias in the
official rate of about one-half a percentage point in all three intervals of
change reported in table 6. This finding is qualified by the underlying 0.52
standard error of b.
The accuracy of the residual estimate can be appraised in terms of a 95
Table 5. Regression Results for Equation 5, Applied with Iteration to the
Additiveand Residual UnemploymentRates, January 1967-February 1976
Additive
Approximation Coefficient tb
statistic
of b
First

Second

0.66

-0.01

1.81

-0.04

R2

Residual
DurbinWatson Coefficient tstatistic
b
statistic

R2

DurbinWatson
statistic

0.134

2.11

-0.10

-0.18

...

2.06

0.113

2.11

-0.00

-0.00

...

2.06

Sources: Based on regressions from text equation 5 arid the iteration method described in the text. The
data used for the additive series are unpublishedestimates of the unemployment rate by the additive method.
The residual is the differencebetween the official adjusted employment series and the unpublished X-11
adjustment of the labor force. All basic data were supplied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Beginning
with 1975, the figures underlying this table differ slightly from those in table I because the longer series
were revised less recently.
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Table6. Comparison
of VariousEstimatesof LevelsandChanges
of the Unemployment
Rate, 1975-76
Officialadjusted
Period
1975
February
May
October
1976
February
1975
Februaryto
May
Februaryto
October
1975-76
Octoberto
February

Unofficial
adjusteda

Offi- Addi- Resid- Addi- Residual
cial
tive
tive
ual
8.0
8.9
8.6

8.4
8.7
8.4

8.4
8.7
8.4

7.6

7.9

0.9
0.6

-1.0

Revisedto removebiasb
Official

Level(percent)
8.15
8.3
8.35
8.7
8.75
8.79
8.4
8.33
8.49

Addi- Residtive
ual
8.23
8.74
8.45

8.36
8.74
8.32

7.8
7.72
7.9
7.83
Change(percentagepoints)

7.73

7.84

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.64

0.51

0.38

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.34

0.22

-0.5

-0.5

-0.6

0.40
-0.02

-0.50

-0.77

-0.72

-0.04

-0.48

Sources: Official adjusted, same as table 1; unofficial, same as table 5; revised, official-based on
computations underlyingtable 4; revised, additive and residual-based on computations underlyingtable 5.
a. These derived additive and residual series differ slightly from the later official figures at their left
because the latter have been more recently revised.
b. These series are unbiased in the sense that each variant of proposed series xi is uncorrelated with
log ss log (xi/m), where s is the revised seasonal factor and m is the mean level of the series in the period
over which the official seasonal factor was estimated.

confidence interval based on the standard error of b and application of
relation 3. The largest difference between the revised residual and official
rates was 0.36 point in February 1975. The 95 percent confidence interval
is 8.25 to 8.47 percent.'5The adjusted additive estimate, which is also subject to substantial error, is, at 8.23, just outside that range.
In sum, the removal of bias from the official and additive series yields
two new series that check closely. The original residual series showed no
appreciable bias. However, that finding should be treated as tentative in
light of the agreementbetween the other two, corrected, series. The residual
serves as an acceptable alternativeto these two; the differences among them
could easily be due to sampling error. In any case, all three appear more
reliable than the biased official series.
15. This confidencebelt takes account only of the errorin b as a measureof the undesiredrelationshipbetweenthe series and the variableseasonal factor. No other sampling or measurementerroris covered.
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Conclusion
Throughoutthe postwarperiod, the officialmultiplicativemodels appearconsistentlyto haveoveradjustedfor seasonalitywhenunemployment
was high. This bias does not seem seriousundernormalconditions,but
duringrecessionsit can paint a misleadingpicture of month-to-month
changes.The residualestimatestill appearsto be an adequate,unbiased
substitute,but it need not serveby itself.As shown,the officialand additive seriescan be purgedof theirbiases.
Allowancefor variationof the amplitudeof seasonalfactorsappearsto
be appropriate,but that can be achievedmore directlythan by relying
on the additiveor residualmodels,whichare specialcases. The natureof
this variationshouldbe estimatedfrom the data, as attemptedhere. No
claimis madethat the presentapproachis optimal;certainly,the estimation procedureshouldbe moreefficient.Nevertheless,the presentevidence
stronglysupportsan approachthat allows the amplitudeof seasonalfactors to varywith the level of the series-especiallyif the seriesis a volatile
one.

APPENDIX

Tests of Some Potential Qualifications
approachin equation 5 producedmanageable
autocorrelationwhich was reducedfurtherby the first-ordercorrection.
An alternativeand possiblymore efficientapproachwould be to include
the trend-cyclecomponent,as in equation 4, before differencing.This
methoddid not seempromising,becauseat the outsetno reliableestimate
was available.Nevertheless,for one test of the stabilityof estimatesof b,
the twelve-monthmoving averagewas includedas an estimateof tic, in
equation4 before differencing.This moving-averagevariablewas highly
THE FIRST-DIFFERENCE
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significantand improvedthe fit, but the estimatesof b and its standard
errorwerenot muchaffected.18
The structureof the amplitudevariableitself is apt to raise suspicions.
Whateverthe measureof log r, log x0 and log r obviouslywill be highly
correlated.Sucha correlationmightsuggestthatthe significantassociation
observedbetweenlog x0 and the amplitudevariablelog s0 log r could be
meaningless,merelyreflectingthe obvious associationof xo and r. This
conclusionseems highly unlikely."7Even so, it is worthwhileto try to
estimateb in sucha way as to eliminatethe possibility.One approachis a
forecastingmodel that relatesAlog xo to Alog so and the given value of
log r before each monthlychange.Equation5 was adaptedthis way to
forecastthe spuriouschange in log xo due to the known change in the
seasonalindexalone.Again,no importantchangewas obtainedin b or its
standarderror. The same was true when measuresof x, m, and log r
wereincludedseparatelyin the model; the estimatesof b wereunshaken;
16. More detailedanalysisof errorsin the model, includinglinearity,constant variance, and normality, was presentedearlier. No serious difficultieswere encountered.
See Brittain,"RegressionModel," pp. 34-35.
17. The estimatesshow that Alog xo and Alog solog r are negativelycorrelated,although Alog xo and Alog r are positively correlated.It thereforeseems reasonableto
suppose that the associationin questionis due to a systematicrelationbetweenxo and
so,ratherthan the positive associationof soand r.

